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Given a C*-algebra A with a semicontinuous semifinite trace { acting on the
Hilbert space H, we define the family AR of bounded Riemann measurable
elements w.r.t. { as a suitable closure, a la Dedekind, of A, in analogy with one of
the classical characterizations of Riemann measurable functions, and show that AR
is a C*-algebra, and { extends to a semicontinuous semifinite trace on AR. Then,
unbounded Riemann measurable operators are defined as the closed operators on
H which are affiliated to A" and can be approximated in measure by operators
in AR, in analogy with unbounded Riemann integration. Unbounded Riemann
measurable operators form a {-a.e. bimodule on AR, denoted by AR, and such a
bimodule contains the functional calculi of selfadjoint elements of AR under
unbounded Riemann measurable functions. Besides, { extends to a bimodule trace
on AR. Type II1 singular traces for C*-algebras can be defined on the bimodule of
unbounded Riemann-measurable operators. Noncommutative Riemann integration
and singular traces for C*-algebras are then used to define NovikovShubin
numbers for amenable open manifolds, to show their invariance under quasi-
isometries, and to prove that they are (noncommutative) asymptotic dimensions.
 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we extend the notion of Riemann integrability to the non-
abelian setting, namely, given a C*-algebra A of operators acting on a
Hilbert space H, together with a semicontinuous semifinite trace {, we
define both bounded and unbounded Riemann measurable operators on H
with respect to {. Then we apply the preceding construction in order to
define the NovikovShubin numbers for amenable open manifolds and
show that they can be interpreted as asymptotic dimensions.
Bounded Riemann measurable operators associated with (A, {) form a
C*-algebra AR, and { extends to a semicontinuous semifinite trace on it.
The unbounded Riemann measurable operators form a { a.e. *-bimodule
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AR on AR and { extends to a positive bimodule-trace on AR. On the one
hand, this leads to the notion of Riemann algebra as a C*-algebra with
some monotonic completion properties, and to the construction of the
enveloping Riemann algebra for a pair (A, {), in analogy with what is
done for the von Neumann or Borel enveloping algebras [18]. On the
other hand, Riemann integration provides a spatial theory of integration
for C*-algebras, namely the trace { extends to natural classes of bounded
and closed unbounded operators on the given Hilbert space H.
The {-a.e. bimodule AR of unbounded Riemann measurable operators
is a natural environment for the definition of singular traces, in particular
for the type II1 singular traces considered in [10]. Indeed, while type I
singular traces (or singular traces at ) may be defined on bounded
operators (and are anyhow determined by their restriction to bounded
operators, cf. [10]), type II1 singular traces (or singular traces at 0) need
unbounded operators to be defined, since they vanish on the bounded ones.
Therefore, we can define type II1 singular traces for C*-algebras by replac-
ing the bimodule of unbounded measurable operators on a von Neumann
algebra with the bimodule of unbounded Riemann measurable operators
on a Riemann algebra.
As an application, and in fact a motivation, for our results on noncom-
mutative Riemann integration, we study NovikovShubin numbers for
amenable open manifolds. In fact, the trace on almost-local operators on
the manifold defined in [12] can now be extended to Riemann measurable
spectral projections. Therefore the spectral density function of the
p-Laplacian is well defined, and we may define the NovikovShubin
numbers and show they are invariant under quasi-isometries. As we shall
see below, however, the noncommutative Riemann integration plays its
major role in the dimensional interpretation of the NovikovShubin
numbers. Indeed such interpretation is related to the existence of singular
traces (at zero) depending on the spectral asymptotics (at zero) of the
p-Laplacian. Unbounded Riemann integrable operators and singular traces
on them furnish the necessary environment to prove such results.
The first part of this paper concerns noncommutative Riemann integra-
tion. The classical abstract Riemann integration (cf. [14, 23, 26]) is based
on a topological space X (usually Hausdorff locally compact) and a Radon
measure +. Riemann measurable functions may be defined in two equiv-
alent ways, either as functions which are discontinuous in a +-negligible set
or as functions which are L1 approximated, both from above and from
below, by continuous functions. The latter characterization may be rephrased
as follows: Riemann measurable functions are separating elements of a
Riemann-cut (R-cut), where an R-cut is a pair (A&, A+) of bounded
classes of continuous functions in C0(X ) s.t.
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v f & f + for any f \ # A\
v \=>0 _f \= # A
\ :  ( f +& f &) d+<=.
Replacing (C0(X ), +) with (A, {), where A acts on H, we define the
family AR of bounded Riemann measurable elements on H w.r.t. { as
the linear span of the set of separating elements in A" for R-cuts in A.
AR will also be called the R-closure of A. Clearly { uniquely extends to
a positive functional on AR.
Then we prove that AR is a C*-algebra, the extension of { to AR is a
semicontinuous semifinite trace on it, AR is closed under functional
calculus w.r.t. Riemann measurable functions, and is R-closed, namely it is
stable under R-closure. We call Riemann algebra an R-closed C*-algebra,
and enveloping Riemann algebra of A the R-closure of A in the universal
representation.
The main technical problem concerning bounded Riemann measurable
elements arises in the definition already. Indeed we asked the classes
(A&, A+) of the Riemann cut to be bounded. While such requirement is
unnecessary in the abelian case, due to the simple order structure there, it
was apparently not known if this was the case in the non-abelian setting
either. The answer to this question is negative in general, as it is shown in
Subsection 2.1 by an explicit counterexample, therefore the two corre-
sponding Riemann closures (with or without boundedness assumption) are
different in general. Moreover the non-uniformly bounded Riemann closure
(U-closure) is a C*-algebra only when it coincides with the R-closure. For
these reasons we choose the R-closure in the definition of Riemann algebra.
Unbounded Riemann measurable elements w.r.t. { are defined as closed
operators affiliated to A" which may be approximated in measure by
elements of AR. This definition is inspired by the corresponding construc-
tion by Christensen for Borel algebras [3]. The family AR of such elements
is a {-a.e. *-bimodule on AR, namely it is closed under the *-bimodule
operations and the *-bimodule properties hold { almost everywhere. Even
if AR is not necessarily closed w.r.t. the product operation (see
Remark 3.16), given two operators S, T # AR, there is T # AR, equal to T
{-a.e., s.t. ST # AR. Moreover, { extends to a positive bimodule trace on it,
satisfying {(T*eTe)={(eTeT*), for a suitable conull projection e. Func-
tional calculi of selfadjoint elements of AR under unbounded Riemann
measurable functions belong to AR.
In the last part of this paper we extend the definition of the Novikov
Shubin numbers to the case of amenable open manifolds.
As it is known, a general understanding of the geometric meaning of the
NovikovShubin invariants is still lacking. We believe that the definition of
these numbers as global invariants of an open manifold, rather then as
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homotopy invariants of a compact one, may shed some light on their
meaning. Our interpretation of NovikovShubin numbers as asymptotic
dimensions goes in this direction.
This interpretation is based on a fundamental observation of Alain
Connes, who showed that the integration on a d-dimensional compact
Riemannian manifold may be reconstructed via the formula  f=
{( f |D|&d), where { is a singular trace, and D is the Dirac operator. There-
fore, the dimension of a spectral triple in noncommutative geometry
corresponds to the power of |D|&1 giving rise to a non-trivial singular
trace. This is analogous to the situation of geometric measure theory,
where the dimension determines which power of the radius of a ball gives
rise to a non trivial volume on the space.
It was shown in [11] that, as in the classical case, the Weyl asymptotics
furnishes a dimension for a spectral triple via the formula
d=\lim infn  
log +n
log 1n+
&1
,
where +n is the sequence of eigenvalues of |D|&1, namely, when d is finite
non-zero, there exists a singular trace (not necessarily a logarithmic one)
which is finite non-zero on |D|&d.
This formula makes sense also for non-compact manifolds, if one
replaces the eigenvalue sequence +n with the eigenvalue function +(t) of
2&12p (see Section 4), and recovers the dimension of the manifold. But in
this case, the behaviour for t  0 may be considered too, giving rise to an
asymptotic counterpart of the dimension.
Here we show that, under suitable assumptions, the asymptotic dimen-
sion associated with the Laplacian 2p on p-forms coincides with the p th
NovikovShubin number :p , and that it behaves as a dimension in non-
commutative geometry, namely 2&:p2p gives rise to a non-trivial singular
trace on the unbounded Riemann measurable operators, which is finite
nonzero on 2&:p2p .
The singular traceability of 2&:p2p has already been proved in [11] in
the case of 1-coverings. The main problem in extending such dimensional
interpretation to the case of amenable open manifolds is the fact that a
normal trace on a von Neumann algebra of 1-invariant operators is
replaced by a semicontinuous trace on the C*-algebra Ap of almost local
operators on p-forms defined in [12]. Indeed, since NovikovShubin
numbers are defined in terms of the spectral asymptotics near zero of the
p-Laplacian, the needed singular traces should be looked for among type
II1 singular traces [10]. Such traces however are defined on bimodules of
unbounded operators, since they vanish on bounded ones, and the notion
of unbounded operator affiliated to a C*-algebra is too restrictive for our
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purposes. Unbounded Riemann measurable operators affiliated with Ap
and type II1 singular traces on them furnish the environment for the
traceability statements, hence for the dimensional interpretation.
However, since the semicontinuous trace on Ap is not normal with
respect to the given representation of Ap on the space of L2-differential
forms, some assumptions are needed, as the vanishing of the torsion
dimension introduced by Farber [8]; cf. Remark 5.4(c).
2. BOUNDED RIEMANN INTEGRATION
Let (A, {) be a C*-algebra with a semicontinuous semifinite trace, acting
on a Hilbert space H. A pair (A&, A+) of sets in Asa is called an R-cut
(w.r.t. {) if A&, A+, are uniformly bounded, separated, namely for any pair
a\ # A\ we have a&a+, and {-contiguous, namely
\=>0 _a\= # A
\, {(a+= &a
&
= )<=. (2.1)
An element x # A" is called separating for the R-cut (A&, A+) if it is
selfadjoint and for any a\ # A\ we have a&xa+.
Definition 2.1. Let (A, {) be a C*-algebra with a semicontinuous
semifinite trace, and ? a faithful representation of A. Let us denote by
R?(A, {) the linear span of the separating elements for the R-cuts (w.r.t. {)
in ?(A). When ? is the universal representation, we denote it simply by
R(A, {), and call it the enveloping Riemann algebra of A. For the sake of
convenience we use the shorthand notation AR#R?(A, {), when ? and {
are clear from the context. The C*-algebra A is called a Riemann algebra
if it contains all the separating elements of its R-cuts.
If x # ARsa and (A
&, A+) is a corresponding R-cut, either all or none of
the a’s in A\ have finite trace. In the first case we set {(x) :=inf {(a+)#
sup {(a&). In the second case, and if x0, we set {(x) :=+. This is the
unique positive functional extending { to AR.
The first property of a Riemann algebra A is that it is closed under
Riemann functional calculus. Moreover, the elements of A with {-finite
support are separating elements between upper and lower Riemann sums
made up with projections in A.
Lemma 2.2. Let (A, {) be a C*-algebra with a tracial weight, and
denote by J({) its domain. Then, given a selfadjoint element x in A,
{(,=( |x| ))<, \=>0  x # J({),
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where, for any =>0, ,= is an increasing continuous function from R+ to R
such that ,= 0 on [0, =2) and ,= 1 on (=, +).
Proof. ( O ) We have |{(x,=( |x| ))|&x& {(,=( |x| ))<, i.e., x,=( |x| )
# J({), and &x,=( |x| )&x&<=, which implies x # J({).
( o ) By definition [18, p. 175], |x| ,=( |x| ) belongs to the Pedersen ideal
K(J({)). Since J({) is a dense ideal in J({), K(J({))/J({) by mini-
mality, hence {( |x| ,=( |x| ))<. Then {(,=( |x| ))< 2= {( |x| ,=( |x| ))<. K
Let us consider, for any selfadjoint x, the measure +x on _(x)"[0]
defined by
| f (*) d+x(*)={( f (x)), f # C0(_(x)"[0]). (2.2)
Proposition 2.3. Let A be a Riemann algebra w.r.t. a semicontinuous
semi-finite trace {. Then:
(i) A is closed under Riemann functional calculus, namely
\x # A, f # R0(_(x)"[0], +x) O f (x) # A,
where R0(X, +) denotes the set of Riemann measurable functions on X w.r.t.
+ and vanishing at infinity (cf. Appendix). In particular Riemann measurable
spectral projections of selfadjoint elements of A belong to A, where a
spectral projection e0(x) is Riemann measurable if 0//_(x)"[0] and
+x(0)=0.
(ii) Let x # Asa have {-finite support. Then x is the separating element
between R-cuts made by linear combinations of projections in A. In par-
ticular, if { is densely defined on A, then A is generated by its projections
as a Riemann algebra.
Proof. (i) It is sufficient to prove the assertion for a real-valued
function f. Then, by Proposition 6.1 in the Appendix, there exists an open
set V/_(x)"[0], with +x(V ) finite, and functions h, h\= # C0(_(x)"[0]),
with h\= vanishing outside V, such that  (h
+
= &h
&
= ) d+x<= and h
&
= 
f &hh+= . Then h(x), h
\
= (x) # A by continuous functional calculus, and
f (x)&h(x) # A because it is a Riemann algebra.
(ii) Since x has {-finite support, the measure +x is finite, therefore
the set S(x)=[: # _(x) : +x(:){0] is at most countable. Consider the
separated classes given by upper and lower Riemann sums of the function
f (t)=t on _(x), corresponding to subdivisions which do not intersect S(x).
Such classes are +x -contiguous and the corresponding spectral projections
belong to A by (i). The corresponding functional calculi of x give the
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R-cut for x. Concerning the last statement, we observe that x,=( |x| ) has
{-finite support for any =>0 and any x # Asa , by Lemma 2.2. Then the
thesis easily follows by part (i). K
Then we may state the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 2.4. Let A be a C*-algebra with a semicontinuous semifinite
trace {, acting on a Hilbert space H. Then
(i) AR is a C*-algebra
(ii) the above described extension of { to AR is a trace, and (AR, {)
is a Riemann algebra
(iii) the GNS representation ?{ of A extends to a representation \? of
AR into ?{(A)", and {|AR may be identified with the pull-back of the trace
on ?{(A)" via \? . As a consequence { is semicontinuous semifinite on AR.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.4. In order
to do that we have to introduce a priori different kinds of Dedekind
closures of (A, {), namely we shall consider unbounded cuts (U-cuts),
where the uniform boundedness property is removed, and the corresponding
U-closure AU, and tight cuts (T-cuts), where the uniform boundedness is
strengthened by requiring that the a\= ’s in (2.1) verify
sup _(a+= )<sup _(x)+=, inf _(a
&
= )>inf _(x)&=,
and the corresponding T-closure, AT. Of course we have A/AT/
AR/AU, and { extends to AU as well. We shall see that AT=AR is a
C*-algebra, while AU is not (cf. Example 2.17 below). It becomes a
C*-algebra iff it coincides with AR. This fact may be seen as a motivation
for choosing AR instead of AU as the family of Riemann measurable
elements. As we shall see in Section 3, the possibility of taking products
inside the set of Riemann measurable elements is crucial for constructing AR.
Remark 2.5. In the abelian case, U-closure, R-closure and T-closure
coincide, indeed in this case we may always find a very tight cut, for which
sup _(a+= )=sup _(x) and inf _(a
&
= )=inf _(x). We conjecture that this is
not always the case in the nonabelian setting.
Lemma 2.6. The sets of separating elements for R-cuts and U-cuts are
the selfadjoint parts of the *-bimodules AR and AU on A.
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Proof. Linearity and *-invariance are obvious. Now let a # A and x #
A"sa a separating element for the R-cut [a\= ]. Then a*a
\
= a gives an R-cut
for a*xa. From the equalities
xy+ yx=(x+1)* y(x+1)&xyx& y (2.3)
i(xy& yx)=(x+i)* y(x+i)&xyx& y (2.4)
which hold for any pair of selfadjoint elements we then get the bimodule
property for AR. The proof for AU is analogous. K
Lemma 2.7. There is a unique linear positive extension \: AU  ?{(A)"
of the GNS representation of A.
Proof. Let x # AUsa , and [a
\
= ] be a U-cut for x. Then ?{(a
\
= ) is a U-cut,
and, ?{(a+= ) and ?{(a
&
= ) converge to the same element in L
1(?{(A)", {),
which is the unique separating element of the U-cut, hence belongs to
?{(A)". Setting
\(x) :=lim
=  0
?{(a+= )= lim
=  0
?{(a&= ), (2.5)
it follows easily that \(x) does not depend on the U-cut and \ is linear and
positive. K
Lemma 2.8. (i) \ is a bimodule map.
(ii) {| AU={ b \, hence it is a trace on A
U as a bimodule on A.
Proof. (i) This follows easily from Eqs. (2.3), (2.4).
(ii) This follows from positivity of \ and {. K
Lemma 2.9. The U-closure of A is U-closed, namely the set of separating
elements in A"sa for U-cuts in AU is contained in AU.
Proof. Indeed if [x\=$ ]=$>0 is a U-cut in A
U for x # A"sa , and
[a(x\=$ )
\
= ]=>0 is a U-cut in A for x
\
=$ , then [(a(x
+
= )
+
= , a(x
&
= )
&
= )] gives a
U-cut in A for x. K
With the above terminology, Theorem 2.4 shows that the R-closure of a
C*-algebra is R-closed.
Lemma 2.10. Let A be a C*-algebra acting on a Hilbert space H, with
a semi-continuous semifinite trace {. If C0(x) :=[ f (x) : f # C0(_(x)"[0])] is
contained in AU for a selfadjoint element x, then C0(x)/AT. In particular
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AT, AR and AU have the same projections, and any C*-subalgebra of AU
is actually contained in AT.
Proof. First we observe that any projection e in AU belongs to AT.
For any $>0 we consider the operator increasing functions (cf. [18])
f +$ (z)=
(1+$) z
$+z
; f &$ (z)=
$z
1+$&z
.
If [a\= ]=>0 gives a U-cut for e, [ f
\
$ (a
\
= )]=>0 gives an R-cut for any $>0,
indeed f \$ (e)=e together with operator monotonicity imply that f
&
$ (a
&
= )
ef +$ (a
+
= ), and we have the estimate
{( f +$ (a
+
= )& f
&
$ (a
&
= ))={( f
+
$ (a
+
= )& f
+
$ (e))+{( f
&
$ (e)& f
&
$ (a
&
= ))
=(1+$) $[{((a+= +$)
&1 (a+= &e)(e+$)
&1)
+{((1+$&e)&1 (e&a&= )(1+$&a
&
= )
&1)]

1+$
$
=.
Moreover, we have sup _( f +$ (a
+
= ))1+$ and inf _( f
&
$ (a
&
= ))&$,
therefore we may easily extract a T-cut for e.
Now let C0(x)/U; we want to show that x # AT. First observe that
C0(x\)/U, where x\ is the positive, resp. negative part of x. If 0 is in the
convex hull of the spectrum of x, then inf _(x\)=0, hence T-cuts for x\
give a T-cut for x, namely we may restrict to the case inf _(x)=0. If
inf _(x)=m>0, then I # AU by hypothesis, and it is sufficient to prove the
statement for x&mI, while if sup _(x)=m<0, it is sufficient to prove the
statement for &x+mI, therefore again we may suppose inf _(x)=0.
Hence, by multiplying with an appropriate constant, we may assume
inf _(x)=0 and sup _(x)=1.
Then we fix a $>0 and apply Lemma 6.3 in the Appendix to the identity
function on the spectrum of x. We may therefore find a sequence en of
Riemann measurable spectral projections of x and a sequence of positive
numbers :n such that n :nen=x and n :n=1.
Moreover, since AU is U-closed by Proposition 2.9, all the Riemann
measurable spectral projections of x belong to AU (cf. the proof of
Proposition 2.3).
Therefore, for any en we obtain an R-cut ([a&n, =]=>0 , [a
+
n, =]=>0) such
that sup= _(a+n, =)1+$ and inf= _(a
&
n, =) &$. Hence, setting a
\
= =
n :n a\n, = , we obtain
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a&= xa
+
= ,
{(a+= &a
&
= ):
n
:n {(a+n, =&a
&
n, =)=,
sup _(a+= ):
n
:n sup _(a+n, =)1+$,
inf _(a&= ):
n
:n inf _(a&n, =) &$.
From these R-cuts it is easy to extract a T-cut. Finally, we observe that
C0( f (x))/AU for any f # C0(_(x)"[0]), hence C0(x)/AT. K
Lemma 2.11. Let X/AT be a *-invariant vector space. Then X /AR.
Proof. Let x # X sa , xn  x in norm, xn # Xsa . First, possibly passing to
a subsequence, we may assume &x&xn &<2&n. Then set yn=xn+1&xn # X
and observe that &yn&<3 } 2&(n+1). By hypothesis we may find a T-cut in
A for yn , hence elements a\n= # A such that a
&
n=  yna
+
n= , &a
\
n, =&2 } 2
&n,
{(a+n= &a
&
n= )=2
&n. Then a\= :=n a
\
n= belongs to A by uniform conver-
gence, and
{(a+= &a
&
= ):
n
{(a+n= &a
&
n= )=,
where the first inequality follows by the semicontinuity of {. Since &a\= &
n &a\n= &2, we get x # A
R. K
Lemma 2.12. Let x # AR, and consider the functions ft(z) := tz1&tz ,
t # [0, 1). Then ft(x) # AR, and \( ft(x))= ft(\(x)), for sufficiently small t.
Proof. Let x be a separating element for the R-cut [a\= ]/A, with
r=sup= &a\= &. Then ft(a
\
= ) # A for any t # [0, 1r). Since, for any such t,
the function ft is operator monotone increasing (cf. [18]) on (&, r), we
get
ft(a&= ) ft(x) ft(a
+
= ), t # [0, 1r)
and
ft(a+= )& ft(a
&
= )=(I&tx
+
= )
&1 (tx+= (I&tx
&
= )&(I&tx
+
= ) tx
&
= )(I&tx
&
= )
&1
=t(I&tx+= )
&1 (x+= &x
&
= )(I&tx
&
= )
&1.
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Then, taking 0t< 12r , we get
& ft(a\= )&1
{( ft(a+= )& ft(a
&
= ))
2=
r
,
which means that ft(x) is a separating element for the R-cut [ ft(a\= )],
therefore, ft(x) belongs to AR for any t # [0, 12r). Finally, making use of
Eq. (2.5) (where the limits are in L1) we get
\( ft(x))= lim
=  0
?{( ft(a\= ))= lim
=  0
ft(?{(a\= ))= ft(\(x)). K
Lemma 2.13. Let A be a C*-algebra acting on a Hilbert space H, with
a semi-continuous semifinite trace {. If the norm closure of AR is contained
in AU, then AT=AR, and Theorem 2.4 holds for A.
Proof. The proof requires some intermediate steps. Some of the
arguments are taken from the proof of Kadison [13] that the Borel closure
of a C*-algebra is a C*-algebra.
Step (i). AT=AR is a Banach space and is closed under continuous
functional calculus.
Let x # AR, then by Lemma 2.12 we have ft(x) # AR, and the equality
xn=lim
t  0 \ ft(x)& :
n&1
k=1
tkxk+ t&n, (2.6)
inductively implies xn # AU, hence C0(x)/AU. Then Lemma 2.10 shows
that C0(x)/AT, namely AT=AR and it is closed under continuous
functional calculus. Then, since AR is a vector space, we may apply
Lemma 2.11 to AT, obtaining that AR is norm closed.
Step (ii). AR is R-closed, namely if x # AU is a separating element
for an R-cut [x\= ]/A
R, then x # AR.
Choose a T-cut [(a\= )
\
$ ]/A for x
\
= . Then [(a
&
= )
&
= , (a
+
= )
+
= ] is an
R-cut for x, and x # AR.
Step (iii). \ is norm-continuous and \(x2)=\(x)2.
Indeed, adjoining the identity to A if necessary, if x # ARsa , then, as \ is
a linear and positive map, we get &\(x)&&x& &?(1)&, and by linearity of
\ we get norm continuity. The last equation follows by applying \ to
Eq. (2.6) for n=2 and using Lemma 2.12.
Step (iv). If x, y # ARsa , then xy+ yx # A
R and \(xy+ yx)=
\(x) \( y)+\( y) \(x).
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This is immediate by steps (i) and (iii), and
xy+ yx=(x+ y)2&x2& y2. (2.7)
Step (v). If x, y # ARsa , then xyx # A
R and \(xyx)=\(x) \( y) \(x).
This is immediate by step (iv) and
2xyx=(xy+ yx) x+x(xy+ yx)&( yx2+x2y). (2.8)
Step (vi). If x # ARsa , y # Asa then (x+i)* y(x+i) # A
R and \((x+i)*
y(x+i))=(\(x)+i)* \( y)(\(x)+i).
This follows by Eqs. (2.4) and (2.8) for x # ARsa , y # Asa , and by the
bimodule property.
Step (vii). If x, y # ARsa , then (x+i)* y(x+i) # A
R and \((x+i)*
y(x+i))=(\(x)+i)* \( y)(\(x)+i).
Let [b\= ] be an R-cut for y; then we have
(x+i)* b&= (x+i)(x+i)* y(x+i)(x+i)* b
+
= (x+i),
and, by step (vi),
{((x+i)* (b+= &b
&
= )(x+i))={ b \((x+i)* (b
+
= &b
&
= )(x+i))
&x+i&2 {(b+= &b
&
= )= &x+i&
2
so that [(x+i)* b\= (x+i)]/A
R is an R-cut for (x+i)* y(x+i). Then
the thesis follows by step (ii) and Eq. (2.5).
Step (viii). AR is a C*-algebra and \ is a representation.
The only missing property is multiplicativity, which directly follows from
steps (iv) and (vii), and Eq. (2.4).
Step (ix). \ is the GNS representation of AR w.r.t. {.
Let us denote by (?{ , H{ , ’{) the GNS triple of A w.r.t. {. Set N :=
[x # AR : {(x*x)<], and define the linear map ’: N  H{ as follows. If
x # N+ , and [a=]/N & A+ is s.t. xa= and {( |a=&x|2)<=, let us set
’(x) :=lim=  0 ’{(a=), where the limit is independent of [a=], and extend by
linearity to all of N, which is generated by its positive elements. Then it is
easy to see that (’(x), ’( y))={(x*y), for x, y # N, and all that remains to
show is that \(x) ’( y)=’(xy) for x # AR, y # N, and it suffices to show
it for x, y0. Let us prove it first for y # N & A+ . Observe that, using
Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4), we can write
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xy=
1
2
( y+1) x( y+1)+
i
2
( y+i)* x( y+i)&
1+i
2
yxy&
1+i
2
x
# :
4
k=1
*kbk*xbk , (2.9)
where *k # C, bk # A+C. Let now [a\= ]/A be an R-cut, with x as
separating element. Then, using Eq. (2.9), we get a+= y=
4
k=1 *k bk*a
+
= bk ,
so that bk*xbkbk*a+= bk , and
{( |bk*(a+= &x) bk |
4)&bk &2 &a+= &x& {(a
+
= &x)  0, =  0,
hence,
lim
=  0
?{(a+= ) ’{( y)= lim
=  0
’{(a+= y)= lim
=  0
:
4
k=1
*k ’(bk*a+= bk)
= :
4
k=1
*k’(bk*xbk)=’(xy).
But we also have
&[?{(a+= )&\(x)] ’{( y)&
2&?{(a+= )&\(x)& &?{(a
+
= )&\(x)&1 &y&
2  0,
as =  0, so that \(x) ’( y)=’(xy). Finally for x # AR+ , y # N+ , a # N &
A+ , we get
(’(a), \(x) ’( y))=(\(x) ’(a), ’( y))=(’(xa), ’( y))
={(axy)=(’(a), ’(xy))
and the thesis follows. K
In the following subsections we shall prove that the closure of AR is
contained in AU in the cases in which A is unital and the trace is finite,
A is non-unital and the trace is densely defined, and finally in the non-
densely defined case, thus completing the proof of Theorem 2.4.
Corollary 2.14. AR is the unique Riemann algebra between A and AU.
AU is a C*-algebra if and only if it coincides with AR.
Proof. By Lemma 2.13 and Theorem 2.4 we obtain that AR, being the
minimal Riemann algebra between A and AU and being the maximal
C*-algebra between A and AU, is indeed the unique Riemann algebra
between A and AU. As a consequence, either AR=AU, or AU is not a
C*-algebra. K
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Remark 2.15. We say that a linear subspace X in A** is completely
{-measurable if, for any faithful representation ? of A, the map \? :=
?{ } ?&1: ?(A)  ?{(A) extends to a linear map from ?(X) in such a way
that the following diagram is commutative,
X A**
? ?{
?(X) ww
\? ?{(A)"
When ? is not normal, { cannot be extended to ?(A)". However, if R is
a completely measurable C*-algebra, A/R/A**, { uniquely extends to
a trace on ?(R). One can show that U(A, {), hence R(A, {), are
completely {-measurable, however the algebra generated by U(A, {) may
fail to be completely measurable. Observe that ?(U(A, {))/AU and
?(R(A, {))/AR, whereas it is not known to the authors if equalities hold.
2.1. Finite Trace on a Unital C*-Algebra
In this subsection we prove Theorem 2.4 in the case of a unital
C*-algebra with a finite trace. This will be an immediate corollary of the
following theorem.
Theorem 2.16. Let (A, {) be a unital C*-algebra acting on a Hilbert
space H, { a tracial state on A, then AU is norm closed; therefore
Theorem 2.4 holds for A.
Proof. Let x # AU and xn # AU, &xn&x&< 1n . Then x is a separating
element for the U-cut ([xn& 1n], [xn+
1
n]), so that x # A
U since AU is
U-closed. Then the result follows by Lemma 2.13. K
Since AU is a norm closed *-bimodule, AR{AU  AU is not an
algebra. We conclude this subsection with an example showing that this
is indeed possible. Apparently such phenomenon depends on { being
non-faithful on AR, which can happen even if { is faithful on A.
Example 2.17. Let + be the sum of the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1]
plus the Dirac measure in [0], and consider the C*-algebra A=[ f #
C([0, 1])M(2) : f12(0)= f21(0)=0] acting on the Hilbert space H=
L2([0, 1], d+)C2. Let { be the state on B(H) defined by
{( f ) := 12 | tr f (t) dt+ 12 f11(0).
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Then { is a trace on A" and is faithful on A, AR is given by the
M(2)-valued Riemann measurable functions f on [0, 1] s.t. f11 is con-
tinuous in 0 and f12 , f21 vanish and are continuous in 0, AU is given by
the M(2)-valued Riemann measurable functions f on [0, 1] s.t. f11 is con-
tinuous in 0 and f12 , f21 vanish in 0. In particular AU is not an algebra.
Proof. Since A" is given by [ f # L([0, 1], d+)M(2) : f12(0)=f21(0)
=0], the trace property follows.
Since elements in AU are separating elements for U-cuts in A, we obtain
that f11 is continuous in 0. Since AR is a *-algebra, f # AR implies | f |2 #
AR, hence | f11|2+| f12 |2 is continuous in 0. Since f12 vanishes in 0, f12 (and
analogously f21) is continuous in 0. On the other hand, let g be a real
valued Riemann measurable function on [0, 1] w.r.t. Lebesgue measure s.t.
g(0)=0 and | g|1 and consider the matrix f :=( 0g
g
0). For any =>0 set
f \= (t) :={\
0
g(t)
g(t)
0 + ,
\\=
2
0
0
\=&2+ ,
t>=
t=.
We easily get f \= # A
R, f &=  f f
+
= and {( f
+
= & f
&
= )=2=+=
3, namely f is
separating for U-cuts in AR, hence f # AU. This shows at once that AR
is strictly smaller then AU and that the latter is not an algebra, since, if g
is not continuous in 0, ( f 2)11 is not continuous in 0 hence does not belong
to AU. The rest of the proof follows with analogous arguments. K
2.2. Densely Defined Trace on a Non-unital C*-Algebra
The construction considered in this subsection corresponds to the most
general case described in the abelian setting, namely the case of a Radon
measure on a non-compact space. There the local structure, namely the
structure given by the compact support functions, plays a crucial role, and
the same will be in our construction.
In the classical case, a function is said Riemann integrable if it has com-
pact (or {-finite) support, and is continuous but for a null set. Given a
C*-algebra with a semicontinuous densely defined trace, we define a suitable
analogue of this family, and show that its norm closure coincides with the
R-closure of the given C*-algebra. Therefore on such elements, the integral
may be defined in two equivalent ways. Either as a separating element, as
explained before, or as a limit (when it exists) of the {-finite restrictions (see
below).
In the nonabelian setting, the local structure is determined by a suitable
family of projections which has to be closed w.r.t. the ‘‘ 6 ’’ operation. We
present here a family of projections with these properties; we shall show at
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the end of this subsection that any other reasonable family would have
produced the same result.
In this subsection A denotes a non-unital C*-algebra acting on a Hilbert
space H, equipped with a semicontinuous densely defined trace {.
Lemma 2.18. Any projection in AR has finite trace.
Proof. Let e be a projection in AR, a # A such that ea, and an # A+
with finite trace with an  a in norm. Then eane  eae, hence there exists
an n such that eaneeae&12e12e, from which the thesis follows. K
Definition 2.19. Let us denote by E the minimal family of projections
in A" containing all the Riemann measurable spectral projections of the
selfadjoint elements in A, and closed w.r.t. the ‘‘ 6 ’’ operation.
Lemma 2.20. The family E is contained in AR.
Proof. Let us consider the family E1 of projections e # AR which are
separating for R-cuts [a\= ]=>0 such that a
&
= 0 and {(supp(a
+
= )&e)<=.
The {-finite Riemann measurable spectral projections of a selfadjoint
element x # A belong to E1 by Lemma 6.4 applied to (_(x), +x).
Now we show that E1 is closed w.r.t. the 6 operation. Let e, f be in E1 ,
with [a\= ]=>0 , [b
\
= ]=>0 the corresponding cuts. Then {(e&supp(a
&
= ))=
and the same for f, hence {(e 6 f &supp(a&= ) 6 supp(b
&
= ))2=. Since for
any positive element y with {-finite support we have {(supp( y)& y1n)  0
and if y1 , y2 are positive elements then supp( y1) 6 supp( y2)=supp
( y1+ y2), we get an n such that {(e 6 f &((a&= +b
&
= )2)
1n)3=. As
for the approximation from above, we observe that {(supp(a+= ) 6
supp(b+= )&e 6 f )2=, and there exists an n such that {((a
+
= +b
+
= )
1n&
supp(a+= +b
+
= ))=, hence {((a
+
= +b
+
= )
1n&e6 f )3=. This shows that
e6 f # E1 . Since E1 is contained in AR, the thesis follows by the minimality
of E. K
Let e be a projection in AR, and consider the C*-algebra Ae :=[a # A :
ae=ea=a]. Since AR is a bimodule and contains e, we have Ae+Ce/
AR, hence (Ae+Ce)R/AU. By Lemma 2.18, projections in AR are
{-finite. Therefore, by the results of the previous subsection, (Ae+Ce)R is
an R-closed C*-algebra in A"e . By Lemma 2.10 we conclude that
(Ae+Ce)R is indeed contained in AR. We may therefore consider the
minimal R-closed C*-algebra Re verifying Ae Re /AR. By definition,
the map e  Re is order preserving, therefore the union e # E Re is a
*-algebra, since (E, 6 ) is a directed set. We shall denote by RE the
C*-algebra given by the norm closure of e # E Re . Then the following
holds.
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Theorem 2.21. Let (A, {) be a C*-algebra with a semicontinuous
densely defined trace, acting on a Hilbert space H. Then RE =AR.
First we observe that such result immediately implies Theorem 2.4 in the
densely defined case, by Lemma 2.13. Before proving the Theorem, we need
a simple Lemma.
Lemma 2.22. Let e be a projection on H, and x a selfadjoint operator s.t.
0x:e+;e=, :, ;0. Then &e=xe&- :;
Proof. Let ’1 be a unit vector in eH, ’2 a unit vector in e=H,
 # (0, ?2). then
2 sin  cos  Re(’1 , x’2)
=((cos  ’1+sin  ’2), (e=xe+exe=)(cos  ’1+sin  ’2))
(: cos2 +; sin2 )
which gives Re(’1 , x’2): cot +; tan . Taking the supremum of the
left hand side w.r.t. ’1 , ’2 and the infimum of the right hand side w.r.t.
 # (0, ?2) we immediately get the thesis. K
Proof of Theorem 2.21 (RE /AR). By the results of the preceding sub-
section, it follows that e # E Re is a vector space in AT, hence its norm
closure RE is contained in A
R by Lemma 2.11.
(AR/RE .) Let x # ARsa , and [a
\
= ]=>0 the corresponding R-cut in A.
We observe that it is not restrictive to assume x0, possibly replacing x
with x&a&1 . Then we set x$ :=,$ x,$ , where ,$ :=,$(a
+
1 ) denotes the
mollified spectral projection defined in Lemma 2.2, and observe that
[,$a\= ,$] =>0 gives an R-cut for x$ . Since ,$a
\
= ,$ # Ae$ , with e$=/[$2, )
(a+1 ), we have x$ # e # E Re , for any $>0. The theorem is proved if we
show that x$  x when $  0. Indeed,
&x&x$&&(1&,$) (1&,$)&+2 &(1&,$) x&3 &e=$ x&
3 &e=$ xe=$ &+3 &e=$ xe$&3
$
2
+6 $2 - &a+1 &,
where the last inequality relies on the estimates &e=$ xe
=
$ &&e
=
$ a
+
1 e
=
$ &
$
2
and xa+1 
$
2e
=
$ +&a
+
1 & e$ , together with Lemma 2.22. K
We say that a # AR is R-summable if at least one of a+ or a& is {-finite.
Then we may prove.
Proposition 2.23. a is R-summable iff there exists lime # AR {(eae).
When a is positive or {-finite, the above limit coincides with {(a).
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As explained before, { coincides with the pull-back via \? of the trace on
the GNS representation, hence it is a semicontinuous semifinite trace
on AR.
Proposition 2.24. If { is densely defined on A, then (AR, {) is a
Riemann algebra with a semicontinuous, densely defined trace.
Proof. { is densely defined on each Re , hence the thesis follows. K
Remark 2.25. Previous Theorem shows that the algebra RE may be
defined independently of the family E. We note that, replacing E :=E0 with
other reasonable families, the same algebra is obtained. Indeed we may
consider the set E1 considered in the proof of Lemma 2.20, the set E2 of all
projections in AR, the set E3 of all compact support projections in A",
namely projections which are majorized by an element in A (cf. [18]),
or the set E4 of all {-finite projections in A". It is easy to see that
E0 E1 E2 E3 E4 , and all such sets are directed. If e is a {-finite projec-
tion, Re can be defined as the minimal Riemann algebra containing Ae , the
set of such algebras being non empty, containing at least AR. Then for any
family Ei , we may define the C*-algebra Ri :=e # Ei Re , and obtain
AR=R0 R1 R2 R3 R4 . Since on the other hand R4 is contained
in AR, we have proved that all these algebras coincide.
Let e be a {-finite projection in A". We say that an R-cut is e-supported
if all elements in A& and A+ belong to Ae . Then we proved that, for any
i=0, 1, 2, 3, 4, AR is the norm closure of the Dedekind completion of A
w.r.t. Ei -supported R-cuts.
2.3. Semifinite Non-densely Defined Trace
In the rest of the section we consider semifinite non-densely defined
traces, namely pairs (A, {) for which the closure A0 of the domain of the
trace is a proper ideal in A.
Proposition 2.26. Then R-closure AR0 of A0 is a bimodule on A.
Proof. Let x # (AR0 )sa , then there is an R-cut [a
\
= ] in A0 for which x
is a separating element. Let a # A, then a*xa is a separating element for the
R-cut [a*a\= a] in A0 , so that a*xa # (A
R
0 )sa . Now we have to show that
if x # (AR0 )sa , y # A
R
sa , then xy+ yx and i(xy& yx) # (A
R
0 )sa . Because of
Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) the thesis follows by the previous result.
Theorem 2.27. The set AR0 +A is a C*-algebra, therefore coincides
with AR and Theorem 2.4 follows for A.
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Proof. Since AR0 is a *-bimodule on A, A
R
0 +A is a *-algebra.
Moreover, AR0 is a closed ideal in the closure of A
R
0 +A, hence, by
[18, Corollary 1.5.8], AR0 +A is a C*-algebra. Finally we show that
AR/AR0 +A, and the thesis will follow from Lemma 2.13. Indeed, if
x # ARsa , it is a separating element for an R-cut [a
\
= ] in Asa . Then x&a
&
1
is a separating element for the R-cut [a\= &a
&
1 ] in (A0)sa because
&={(a&= &a
&
1 )<1, and 0{(a
+
= &a
&
1 )<1+=. K
Lemma 2.28. If x # (AR0 +A)+ and {(x) is finite, then x # A
R
0 .
Proof. Let x=r+a, r # (AR0 )sa , a # Asa . Since { is densely defined on
AR0 by Theorem 2.24, r # J({|A0R)/J({| A0R+A), hence a # J({|A0R+A). By
Lemma 2.2 we get {(,=( |a| ))< for any =>0, hence a # J({| A )=A0 , and
the thesis follows. K
Corollary 2.29. The R-closure of a C*-algebra A with a semicon-
tinuous semifinite trace coincides with AR0 +A. The closure of the domain
of {|AR coincides with AR0 .
Proof. The first statement follows by Theorem 2.27. The second
statement is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.28. K
3. UNBOUNDED RIEMANN INTEGRATION
In this Section we give the construction of the unbounded Riemann
measurable elements. They form a family which is closed under the
AR&AR *-bimodule operations, even if the *-bimodule properties only
hold {-a.e. The product of two unbounded Riemann measurable elements
is not Riemann measurable in general, but, if S, T are Riemann
measurable, there is T , {-a.e. equivalent to T, s.t. ST is Riemann
measurable.
As a matter of fact, this construction will be performed on a general
Riemann algebra with a semicontinuous semifinite trace, and then par-
ticularized to the R-closure of a C*-algebra. We begin with technical
results on unbounded operators and operations on them, needed in the
sequel.
Let us denote by L(H) the set of linear operators on H, neither
necessarily bounded nor closed, with C(H)/L(H) the set of closed,
densely defined operators, and with B(H), as usual, the C*-algebra of
bounded operators. Let T # L(H), then T is densely defined as an
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operator from K :=D(T ) to H, and we can take its adjoint T*: D(T*)/
H  K. Set
T +! :={T*!,0,
! # D(T*)
! # D(T*)=,
extended by linearity.
Lemma 3.1. T + # C(H).
Proof. Let [!n]/D(T +), !n  !, T +!n  ’, and let p be the projec-
tion onto D(T*). Then p!n # D(T*), p!n  p! and p=!n  p=! # D(T*)=,
so that T*p!n=T +p!n+T +p=!n=T +!n  ’. As T* is closed, we get
p! # D(T*) and T*p!=’, so that != p!+ p=! # D(T +) and T +!=
T +p!=T*p!=’. K
Definition 3.2. For any linear operator T its natural extension is the
closed operator T < :=(T +)*. Introduce the set of locally bounded
operators, w.r.t. a projection e, L0(e) :=[T # L(H): there is an increasing
sequence of projections enZe s.t. H0 := en H/D(T ) & D(T*), eTen ,
enTe # B(H)].
We want to show that the natural extension of a locally bounded linear
operator is locally bounded as well. For the elementary rules of calculus
with unbounded operators we refer the reader to [19] (in particular
[19, Chap. 8]).
Propositon 3.3. Let T be a locally bounded operator w.r.t. e. Then T +
and T < are locally bounded w.r.t. e, too. Moreover, setting Tm :=(eTe)| H0
and TM :=((eTe)*|H0)*, Tm , TM are closed operators s.t. (TM)*=(T*)m ,
and Tm /eT <e/TM .
Proof. We divide it in steps.
(i) D(Te) is dense in H. As D(Te)=[! # H : e! # D(T )]#
D(T ) & eHe=H and D(T ) & eH#H0 is dense in eH, we get the thesis.
(ii) eTe is closable and densely defined. Indeed, eTe is densely
defined because of (i). Let [!n]/D(eTe), !n  0, eTe!n  ’. Then emeTe!n
=emTe!n  0, because emTe is bounded. On the other hand emeTe!n 
em’, so that em ’=0 for all m # N. Therefore ’=e’=0.
(iii) (eTe)*|H0=(eT
+e)|H0 . Let us set K :=D(T ) and observe
that eT*#e*T* : D(T*)/H  K/H is extended by (Te)*, so that
(en Te)*=(Te)* en #eT*en , where the equality holds because Te is densely
defined. Therefore eT +en /(en Te)*, so that equality holds because eT +en
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is bounded and everywhere defined. Finally (eTe)* en=(Te)* een=
(Te)* en=eT +en which implies the thesis.
(iv) en T +e/(eTen)*. Let ! # D(T*) & eH, ’ # H, then
(’, enT +e!)=(’, en T +!)=(’, enT*!)=(en ’, T*!)
=(Ten ’, !)=(Ten ’, e!)=(eTen’, !)=(’, (eTen)* !)
because en ’ # D(T ) and eTen is bounded.
(v) eTe|H0=eT
<e|H0 . As enT
+e/(eTen)* O eTen /(enT +e)*, we
get eTen=(en T +e)*#e(enT +)*=eT <en . But enH/D(T <), implies
eT <en # B(H), and the thesis follows.
Therefore, the first statement of the proposition follows from eT +en=
(en Te)* and en T +e/(eTen)*. From (ii) it follows that eT +e is closable,
therefore eT +e#(eT +e)|H0 =(eT*e)|H0 =T*M , so that TM #(eT
+e)*#
e(eT +)*=eT <e. Finally eT <e#eT <e|H0 =eTe|H0 =Tm . K
Let R/B(H) be a Riemann algebra w.r.t. a semicontinuous semifinite
trace {. Inspired by Christensen [3] we now introduce the set of essentially
{-measurable operators (a subset of the locally bounded ones). Recall that
T #^ R" stands for u$T/Tu$ for any unitary operator u$ # R$.
Definition 3.4. A sequence [en] of projections in B(H) is called a
strongly dense domain (SDD) w.r.t. (R, {), if e=n # R is {-finite, {(e
=
n )  0.
Then e= :=infn e=n # R, because of R-closedness. If T #^ R", we say [en] is
a SDD for T if H0 := en H/D(T ) & D(T*) and eTen , en Te # R. Let us
introduce the set of essentially {-measurable operators R 0 :=[T #^ R": there
is a SDD for T], and the set of {-measurable operators R :=R 0 & C(H).
Let S, T #^ R", we say that S=T almost everywhere if there is a common
SDD [en] for S and T s.t. eSe| H0=eTe|H0 .
Remark 3.5. In order for R to be larger than R, one needs SDDs for
which {(e=n )>0 for any n. This is not always the case. For example the
compact operators with the usual trace form a Riemann algebra for which
R =R.
Lemma 3.6. Let R be a C*-algebra, e, f projections in R. Then e 6 f,
e7 f # R.
Proof. As e 6 fe+ f2(e 6 f ) and t  t1n is operator-increasing,
it follows e6 f(e+ f )1n21n(e6 f ). Therefore (e+ f )1n  e 6 f and
e6 f # R. Besides, in the unitalization of R, e 7 f =1&(1&e) 6 (1& f )=
limn 1&(2 & e & f )1 n = limn 1 & 21 n k = 0 (&1)
k ( 1nk )(
e+ f
2 )
1n=limn en ,
where en :=21n k=1 (&1)
k&1 ( 1nk )(
e+ f
2 )
1n # R. K
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Lemma 3.7. Let T # R 0 , [en], [ fn] SDD for T. Then gn :=en 7 fn is an
SDD for T.
Proof. Because of Lemma 3.6, g=n # R, and {(g
=
n )  0, that is [gn] is
an SDD. Besides gnTg=gnenTeg=en Teg&g=n enTeg=enTe&enTeg
=&
g=n enTe+g
=
n enTeg
= # R, and the thesis follows. K
Propositions 3.8. (i) T # L(H), T #^ R" O T +, T < #^ R".
(ii) Equality almost everywhere is an equivalence relation.
(iii) T # R 0 O T=T < almost everywhere and T < # R 0 .
Proof. (i) Let u$ # R$ be unitary, then u$T/Tu$ so that u$T*/T*u$,
therefore u$D(T*)=D(T*). Moreover for ’ # D(T*)==u$D(T*)= we get
T +u$’=0=u$T +’. In all T + #^ R", so that T < #^ R" as well.
(ii) This is obvious.
(iii) As a SDD for T is also a SDD for T <, the thesis follows from
(i) and (v) in the proof of Proposition 3.3. K
In particular we have just proved that the equivalence class of an
operator in R 0 contains a closed operator, hence R 0 t=R t.
Definition 3.9. For S, T # R , a # R define ST :=(S+T )<, a x T :=
(aT )<, T x a :=(Ta)<.
Theorem 3.10. R is an almost everywhere *-bimodule over R, w.r.t.
strong sense operations, namely S, T # R , a # R O ST # R , a x T,
T x a # R , and the bimodule properties hold almost everywhere.
Proof. Let us first prove
(i) S, T # R 0 O S+T # R 0 and (S+T )<=S<+T < almost every-
where. Assume [en], [ fn] are SDD for S and T respectively, and set gn :=
en 7 fn . Then [gn] is a common SDD for S and T, as in Lemma 3.7.
Besides gn(S+T ) g=gnenSeg+gn fnTfg # R, g(S+T ) gn=geSen gn+
gfTfn gn # R, as in Lemma 3.7. Finally g(S+T )< g|H0=g(S+T ) g|H0=
gSg|H0+gTg|H0=g(S
<+T <) g| H0 .
Then we prove
(ii) T # R 0 , a # R O aT, Ta # R 0 , and (aT )<=aT <, (Ta)<=T <a
almost everywhere.
Using (i), we need only prove it for a=u a unitary operator. Set
gn :=en 7 u*en u 7 uen u*. Then gn is a common SDD for T, uT, Tu, as in
Lemma 3.7, and gnTug= gnenTuu*eug # R, gTugn= geTuu*en ugn # R, as
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in Lemma 3.7. Analogously gnuTg # R, guTgn # R. The last two statements
are proved as in (i).
Now the theorem follows by (i), (ii), and Proposition 3.8. K
Observe that the previous theorem generalises results by Segal [24];
indeed, if R is a von Neumann algebra and { a normal semifinite faithful
trace on it, equality almost everywhere turns out to be equality (cf. [24,
Corollary 5.1]) and the two notions of strong sense operations coincide.
Proposition 3.11. If S, T # R and [en] is an SDD both for S and T
then SeT and TeS belong to R . In particular, there exists T {-a.e. equivalent
to T such that ST and T S belong to R .
Proof. Let eTen=i *niuni , enSe=i +nivni be decompositions of
eTen and enSe into linear combinations of unitaries in R, and set fn :=
7i u*nien uni 7 en 7i vnienv*ni . Then fnH/D(T ) and
eTfn =eTen fn=:
i
*niuni fn=:
i
*nien uni fn
=en(eTen) fn ,
as a consequence eTfnH/D(S), then fSeTfn= f (eSen)(eTen) fn # R.
Repeating this argument for fn SeTf we show that [ fn] is an SDD for SeT.
Since T :=eTe is {-a.e. equivalent to T the last statement follows. K
From now on we denote by \ the GNS representation of {, and with
M :=\(R)". We want to extend \ to a morphism of R to the *-algebra M
of {-measurable operators affiliated with M [24]. Let us recall that the
topology of convergence in measure in M is generated by the neighbor-
hood basis [V(=, $)]=, $>0 , where V(=, $) :=[T # M : there is a projection
p # M s.t. {( p=)<$, &Tp&<=]. Let us set T={ lim Tn for Tn  T in
measure.
Proposition 3.12. Let T # R .
(i) If [en] is an SDD for T, then { lim \(eTen) and { lim \(enTe)
exist and are equal.
(ii) \(T ) :={ lim \(eTen) does not depend on the SDD [en] and
belongs to M .
Proof. (i) The sequence [\(eTen)] is easily seen to be Cauchy in
measure. Observe that from [25, Theorem 3.7], { lim \(en Ten)={ lim
(1&\(e=n )) \(eTen)={ lim \(eTen). Finally { lim \(enTe)={ lim \(enTen),
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because for all $>0, let k # N be s.t. {(e=k )<$, and n>k, then &[\(enTe)
&\(en Ten)](1&\(e=k ))&=&\(enTek)&\(enTek)&=0. The thesis follows.
(ii) Let [ fn] be another SDD for T and set gn :=en 7 fn . Then {(g=n )
 0, and &(\(eTen)&\( fTfn))(1&\(g=n ))&&\(e& g) \(eTen)(1&\(g
=
n ))&
+&\( f &g) \( fTfn)(1&\(g=n ))&=0, because \(e
=)=\( f =)=\(g=)=0,
as, for example, \(e=)={ lim \(e=n ). Indeed for all $>0, let k # N be
s.t. {(e=k )<$, then for n>k one has &\(e
=
n )(1&\(e
=
k ))&=0. Finally
&[\(eTem)&\(eTen)](1&\(e=k ))&=0; therefore \(T ) # M . K
Observe that \(eTe)=\(T ), because \(eTe)={ lim \(eTeen)=\(T ).
Theorem 3.13. The map \: R  M is a morphism of almost everywhere
bimodules. Therefore { b \ is a trace on R as an almost everywhere bimodule
on R, extending { on R. Besides, if S, T # R and [en] is a common SDD,
then \(SeT )=\(S) \(T ).
Proof. We divide it in steps.
(i) T # R O \(T*)=\(T )*. Indeed
\(T*)={ lim \(eT*en)={ lim \(eT +en)={ lim \(en T +e)
={ lim \((eTen)*)={ lim \(eTen)*=\(T )*.
(ii) S, T # R O \(ST )=\(S)\(T ). Indeed using Theorem 3.3 in
[25] one has
\(ST )={ lim \(g(S+T )< gn)={ lim \(g(S+T ) gn)
={ lim \(gSgn){ lim \(gTgn)=\(S)\(T ).
(iii) a # R, T # R O \(a x T )=\(a) x \(T ), and \(T x a)=\(T ) x
\(a). Assume first that a # R is unitary. Let fn be an SDD for T, and set
gn :=fn 7 afna*. Then, by [25, Theorem 3.7]
\(a x T )={ lim \(g(aT )< gn)={ lim \(gaTgn)={ lim \(gafa*aTfn gn)
={ lim (1&\(g=)) \(a) \( fTfn)(1&\(g=n ))=\(a) x \(T ).
The general case follows from (i) and (ii) in the proof of Theorem 3.10, and
(ii) right above. The proof of \(T x a)=\(T ) x \(a) is analogous.
So it remains to prove the last statement of the theorem, which follows
from
\(SeT )={ lim \(enSeTen)={ lim \(enSe) { lim \(eTen)
=\(S) \(T ). K
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Remark 3.14. We proved in Theorem 3.10 that R t is a *-bimodule
over R, and it immediately follows from the definition of \ contained in
Proposition 3.12, that if T # R , T=0 {-a.e., then \(T )=0. Therefore we get
a bimodule map from R t to M , which is not an isomorphism, in general.
More precisely, given T # R , then \(T )=0 iff for any =>0, there is an
SDD [en] for T s.t. &eTe&<=.
Finally we show how the previous construction can be applied in order
to extend a semicontinuous semifinite trace on a concrete C*-algebra to a
suitable family of unbounded operators. Let A/B(H) be a C*-algebra
with a semi-continuous semifinite trace {, and let AR be the algebra of
bounded Riemann measurable elements, then we call AR the bimodule of
unbounded Riemann measurable elements, and the extension of { from AR
to AR, provided by the previous Theorem, the (noncommutative) unbounded
Riemann integral.
Proposition 3.15. Let (A, {) be a C*-algebra with a semicontinuous
semifinite trace {, and AR and AR be as above. Then { extends to a trace
on AR as an almost everywhere bimodule on AR, namely {(uAu*)={(A)
for any unitary operator u # AR, and any positive operator A # AR.
Moreover, unbounded Riemann functional calculi of bounded Riemann
measurable elements are Riemann measurable, namely for any x # ARsa and
f # R 0(_(x)"[0], +x), f (x) # AR.
Proof. The first statement follows by the previous results in this section.
Let f be in R 0(_(x)"[0], +x). By Proposition 6.5 in the Appendix, there
exists an SDD given by the characteristic functions of Riemann measurable
sets Gn s.t. f |Gn is Riemann measurable. As a consequence /Gn(x) give an
SDD for f (x), and the second statement follows. K
Remark 3.16. (i) AR & A" is not an algebra, and it is larger then
AR, in general. However, given x # AR & A", there is a projection p # AR
s.t. {( p)=0, and p=xp= # AR. Namely x belongs to AR {-a.e.
(ii) If A # AR has finite trace or is positive, its trace may be
computed as lime # AR {(eAe), where the projections e satisfy eAe # AR.
4. SINGULAR TRACES ON C*-ALGEBRAS
In this section we construct singular traces on a C*-algebra with a semi-
continuous semifinite trace. Let us first recall that, if M is a von Neumann
algebra with a normal semifinite faithful trace {, M the *-algebra of
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{-measurable operators, and T # M , its distribution function and non-
increasing rearrangement, the basic building blocks for the construction of
singular traces [10], are defined as (cf., e.g., [7, 10])
*T (t) :={(/(t, +)( |T | ))
+T (t) :=inf[s0 : *T (s)t].
Let now A be a C*-algebra with a semicontinuous semifinite trace { acting
on a Hilbert space H. As follows from the previous Section, the GNS
representation \ of A extends to a *-bimodule map from the unbounded
Riemann measurable operators in AR into the measurable operators of
M :=\(A)", so that we may define the distribution function (and therefore
the associated non-increasing rearrangement) w.r.t. { of an operator T #
AR as *T=*\(T ) , and we get +T=+\(T ) . Let us observe that, if T # AR is
a positive (unbounded) continuous functional calculus of an element in
AR, then /(t, +)(T ) belongs to AR a.e., therefore its distribution function
may be defined without using the representation \ as *T (t)={(/(t, +)(T )).
With these preliminaries out of the way, we may carry out the construction
of singular traces (with respect to {) as it has been done in [10].
Definition 4.1. An operator T # AR is called eccentric at 0 if either
|
1
0
+T (t) dt< and lim inf
t  0
2t0 +T (s) ds
 t0 +T (s) ds
=1
or
|
1
0
+T (t) dt= and lim sup
t  0
12t +T (s) ds
1t +T (s) ds
=1.
It is called eccentric at  if either
|

1
+T (t) dt< and lim sup
t  
2t +T (s) ds
t +T (s) ds
=1
or
|

1
+T (t) dt= and lim inf
t  
2t1 +T (s) ds
 t1 +T (s) ds
=1.
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The following proposition trivially holds
Proposition 4.2. Let (A, {) be a C*-algebra with a semicontinuous
semifinite trace, T # AR, and let X(T ) denote the *-bimodule over AR
generated by T in AR, while X(\(T )) denotes the *-bimodule over
M :=\(A)" generated by \(T ) in M . Then
(i) T is eccentric if and only if \(T ) is
(ii) \(X(T ))/X(\(T )).
As in the case of von Neumann algebras, with any eccentric operator (at
0 or at ) in AR we may associate a singular trace, where the word
singular refers to the original trace {. Indeed such singular traces vanish on
{-finite operators, and those associated to 0-eccentric operators even vanish
on all bounded operators. Of course singular traces may be described as
the pull-back of the singular traces on M via the (extended) GNS represen-
tation. On the other hand, explicit formulas may be written in terms of the
non-increasing rearrangement. Since Riemann integration is crucial in the
extension of the trace to unbounded operators, we write these formulas
only in case of 0-eccentric operators. Moreover this is the case occurring in
Section 5.
Theorem 4.3. If T # AR is 0-eccentric and 10 +T (t) dt<, there exists
a generalized limit Lim| in 0 such that the functional
{|(A) :=Lim| \
t
0 +A(s) ds
 t0 +T (s) ds+ , A # X(T )+
linearly extends to a singular trace on the a.e. *-bimodule X(T ) over AR
generated by T, where X(T )+ denotes those elements whose image under \
is positive. If 10 +T (t) dt=, the previous formula should be replaced by
{|(A) :=Lim| \
1
t +A(s) ds
1t +T (s) ds+ , A # X(T )+ .
Such traces naturally extend to traces on X(T )+AR.
We conclude this section mentioning that the proof of Lemma 2.5 in
[10] contains a gap, even though the statement is correct. We thank
B. De Pagter and F. Sukochev for having noticed this gap and having also
furnished a correct proof. Since the Lemma is quite standard, stating that
the unique positive dilation invariant functional on the cone of bounded,
right continuous functions with compact support on (0, +) is the
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Lebesgue measure (up to a positive constant), we do not include the proof
here.
5. NOVIKOVSHUBIN INVARIANTS AND SINGULAR TRACES
In this section we show how results developed in the previous sections
can be applied to define and study NovikovShubin invariants on
amenable (open) manifolds with bounded geometry. More precisely we
assume that our manifold M
v is a complete Riemannian manifold
v has C-bounded geometry, i.e., it has positive injectivity radius,
and curvature tensor bounded, with all its covariant derivatives
v is endowed with a regular exhaustion K [20], that is with an
increasing sequence [Kn] of compact subsets of M, whose union is M, and
such that, for any r>0
lim
n  
vol(Pen+(Kn , r))
vol(Pen&(Kn , r))
=1,
where we set Pen+(K, r) :=[x # M : dist(x, K)r], and Pen&(K, r) :=the
closure of M"Pen+(M"K, r).
Let M be as above, F be a finite dimensional Hermitian vector bundle
over M, and consider the C*-algebra A(F ) of almost local operators on
L2(F ), namely the norm closure of the *-algebra of finite propagation
operators, where A # B(L2(F )) has finite propagation if there is a constant
uA>0 s.t. for any compact subset K of M, any . # L2(F ), supp ./K, we
have supp A./Pen+(K, uA).
Theorem 5.1 [12]. (i) A(F ) contains all compact operators,
(ii) if F=4 pT*M is the bundle of p-forms on M, then f (2p) #
Ap :=A(4 pT*M), for any f # C0([0, )), where 2p is the p-Laplacian
on M,
(iii) there exists a semicontinuous semifinite (non-densely defined )
trace TrK on A(F ), which vanishes on compact operators and, on the set of
uniform operators of order & [20], is finite, and assumes the form
TrK (A)=Lim|
Kn tr(a(x, x)) d vol(x)
vol(Kn)
,
where a(x, y) is the kernel of A.
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5.1. NovikovShubin Numbers for Open Manifolds and Their Invariance
In this subsection we define the NovikovShubin numbers for the men-
tioned class of manifolds and prove their invariance under quasi-isometries.
Applying the results of Section 2 to Ap , we obtain the C*-algebra A
R
p
with a lower-semicontinuous semifinite trace, still denoted TrK . Then
/[0, t)(2p) and /[=, t)(2p) belong to ARp for almost all t>=>0, by
Proposition 2.3. Denote by Np(t) :=TrK (/[0, t)(2p)), p(t) :=TrK (e&t2p).
Lemma 5.2. p(t)=0 e
&t* dNp(*) so that limt  0 Np(t)=limt   p(t).
Proof. If 2p=0 * dep(*) denotes the spectral decomposition, then
e&t2p=0 e
&t* dep(*). Since the latter is defined as the norm limit of the
RiemannStieltjes sums, ?p(e&t2p)=0 e
&t* d?p(ep(*)), where ?p denotes
the GNS representation of Ap w.r.t. the trace TrK . The result then follows
by the normality of the trace in the GNS representation. K
Definition 5.3. We define bp #bp(M, K) :=limt  0 Np(t)=limt  
p(t) to be the p th L2-Betti number of the open manifold M endowed with
the exhaustion K. Let us now set N 0p(t) :=Np(t)&bp #lim=  0 TrK (/[=, t)
(2p)), and 0p(t) :=p(t)&bp=

0 e
&t* dN 0p(*). The NovikovShubin
numbers of (M, K) are then defined as
:p #:p(M, K) :=2 lim sup
t  0
log N 0p(t)
log t
,
:
 p
#:
 p
(M, K) :=2 lim inf
t  0
log N 0p(t)
log t
,
:$p#:$p(M, K) :=2 lim sup
t  
log 0p(t)
log 1t
,
:

$p#:
$p(M, K) :=2 lim inf
t  
log 0p(t)
log 1t
.
It follows from [9, Appendix] that :
 p
=:

$p:$p:p , and :$p=:p if
0p(t)=O(t
&$), for t  , or equivalently N 0p(t)=O(t
$), for t  0. Observe
that L2-Betti numbers and NovikovShubin numbers depend on the limit
procedure | and the exhaustion K.
Remark 5.4. (a) The L2-Betti numbers for amenable manifolds of
bounded geometry have been defined by Roe [20], and it is easy to show
that the two definitions agree (see [12]). Moreover Roe proved [22] that
they are invariant under quasi-isometries (see below).
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(b) If M is a covering of a compact manifold X, L2-Betti numbers
were introduced by Atiyah [1] whereas NovikovShubin numbers were
introduced in [17]. They were proved to be 1-homotopy invariants, where
1 :=?1(X) is the fundamental group of X, by Dodziuk [6] and Gromov
and Shubin [9], respectively.
(c) In the case of coverings, the trace Tr1 is normal on the von
Neumann algebra of 1-invariant operators, hence limt  0 Tr(e[0, t)(2p))=
Tr(e[0](2p)). In the case of open manifolds there is no natural von
Neumann algebra containing the bounded functional calculi of 2p on
which the trace TrK is normal, hence the previous equality does not
necessarily hold. Such phenomenon was already noticed by Roe [21]. It
has been considered by Farber in [8] in a more general context, and the
difference limt  0 Tr(e[0, t)(2p))&Tr(e[0](2p)) has been called the torsion
dimension. We shall denote by tordim(M, 2p) such difference.
(d) Let us observe that the above definitions for L2-Betti numbers
and NovikovShubin numbers coincide with the classical ones in the case
of amenable coverings, if one chooses the exhaustion given by the Fo% lner
condition. An explicit argument is given in [11].
We prove now that NovikovShubin numbers are invariant under
quasi-isometries, where a map .: M  M between open manifolds of
C-bounded geometry is a quasi-isometry [22] if . is a diffeomorphism
s.t.
(i) there are C1 , C2>0 s.t. C1 &v&&.*v&C2 &v&, v # TM
(ii) {&.*{ is bounded with all its covariant derivatives, where {, {
are LeviCivita connections of M and M .
Theorem 5.5. Let (M, K) be an open manifold of bounded geometry
with a regular exhaustion, and let .: M  M be a quasi-isometry. Then
.(K) is a regular exhaustion for M , :p(M, K)=:p(M , .(K)) and the
same holds for :
 p
and :$p .
Proof. Let us denote by 8 # B(L2(4*T*M), L2(4*T*M )) the exten-
sion of (.&1)*. Then Tr.(K)=TrK (8&1 } 8). Also, setting e=, t :=/[=, t)(2p),
q’, s :=8&1/[’, s)(2 p) 8, we have
0TrK (e=, t&e=, t q’, se=, t)=TrK (e=, t(1&q’, s) e=, t)
=TrK (e=, tq0, ’e=, t)+TrK (e=, tqs,  e=, t)
=TrK (q0, ’e=, t q0, ’)+TrK (e=, t e0, t qs, e0, t)
TrK (q0, ’e=, q0, ’)+TrK (e=, t e0, tqs,  e0, t)
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TrK (q0, ’) &q0, ’e=,  q0, ’ &+TrK (e=, t) &e0, tqs,  e0, t&
TrK (q0, ’) C ’=+TrK (e=, t) C 
t
s
,
where the last inequality follows from [22]. Then
TrK (q’, s)=TrK(e=, t)+TrK (q’, s&e=, tq’, s e=, t)&TrK (e=, t&e=, t q’, se=, t)
TrK (e=, t)&TrK (q0, ’) C ’=&TrK (e=, t) C 
t
s
.
Now let a>1 and compute
N 0(s)= lim
=  0
TrK (q=a, s)
 lim
=  0 _TrK (e=, t)&TrK (q0, =a) C=(a&1)2&TrK (e=, t) C 
t
s&
=N0(t) _1&C ts& .
Therefore with * :=4C2 we get N 0(*t) 12N
0(t), and exchanging the roles
of M and M , we obtain 12N
0(*&1t)N 0(t)2N0(*t). This means that N 0
and N 0 are dilatation-equivalent (see [9]) so that the thesis follows from
[9]. K
Remark 5.6. We have chosen Lott’s normalization [15] for the
NovikovShubin numbers :p(M), instead of the original one in [17]. In
contrast with Lott’s choice, we used the lim sup in Definition 5.3. This is
motivated by our interpretation of :p(M) as a dimension, as a noncom-
mutative measure corresponds to :p via a singular trace, according to
Theorem 5.10.
In [12] an asymptotic dimension is defined for any (noncompact) metric
space. For a suitable class of open manifolds it is shown to coincide with
:0(M). Therefore in this case :0(M) is independent of the exhaustion and
the limit procedure.
5.2. NovikovShubin Numbers as Asymptotic Spectral Dimensions
In this subsection we show that NovikovShubin numbers can be
interpreted as noncommutative asymptotic dimensions. More precisely, we
prove that :p(M, K) can be expressed by a formula which is a large scale
analogue of Weyl’s asymptotic formula for the dimension of a manifold
:p(M, K)=\lim inft  0
log +p(t)
log 1t +
&1
,
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where +p refers to the operator 2&12p . When :p is finite non-zero, 2
&:p2
p
gives rise to a singular trace, namely there exists a type II1 singular trace
which is finite nonzero on 2&:p2p .
This result, which extends the analogous result for coverings in [11],
makes essential use of the unbounded Riemann integration and the theory
of singular traces for C*-algebras developed in Sections 3 and 4. However,
since the trace we use is not normal with respect to the given represen-
tation of Ap on the space of L2-differential forms, some assumptions, like
the vanishing of the torsion dimension introduced in Remark 5.4(c), are
needed.
In the following, when the Laplacian 2p has a non-trivial kernel, we
denote by 2&:p , :>0, the (unbounded) functional calculus of 2p w.r.t. the
function .: given by .:(0)=0 and .:(t)=t&: when t>0.
Proposition 5.7. Let M be an amenable open manifold. If
(a) the projection Ep onto the kernel of 2p is Riemann measur-
able, and the torsion dimension vanishes, namely TrK (Ep) is equal to bp ,
then 2&:p # A
R
p for any :>0.
The vanishing of the Betti number bp implies (a). It is equivalent to (a) if
Ker(2p) is finite-dimensional.
Proof. By hypothesis Ep=/[1](e&2p) # ARp , hence Tp :=/[0, 1)(e
&2p)
e&2p=e&2p&Ep # ARp . Then the spectral measure &p associated with Tp
as in Eq. (2.2), is a finite measure on [0, 1] (see Theorem 5.1) and
&p([1])=0. Therefore, the function
f:(t) :={(&log t)
&:,
0,
t # (0, 1)
t=0, 1,
belongs to R 0((0, 1], &p) (see Proposition 6.5), and 2&:p =f:(Tp)=
f:(e&2p) # ARp by Proposition 3.15. This proves the first statement.
If limt   TrK (e&t2p)=0, from 0/[1](e&2p)e&t2p, we have that
/[1](e&2p) is a separating element for an R-cut in A. The last statement
follows from the vanishing of TrK on compact operators (see
Theorem 5.1). K
Conditions implying the vanishing of L2-Betti numbers are given in [16].
If hypothesis (a) of the previous lemma is satisfied, we may define the
distribution function *p and the eigenvalue function +p for the operator
2&12p , hence the local spectral dimension as the inverse of limt  
(log +p(t)log 1t), which may be shown to coincide with the dimension of
the manifold for any p. Moreover
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Definition 5.8. The asymptotic spectral dimension of the triple
(M, K, 2p) is
\lim inft  0
log +p(t)
log 1t +
&1
.
Remark 5.9. (i) The extension of the GNS representation ? to ARp
does not necessarily commute with the Borel functional calculus. In
particular /[1](?(e&2p)) is not necessarily equal to ?(/[1](e&2p)).
(ii) Condition (a) of the previous proposition is equivalent to
(a$) /[1](?(e&2p)) is Riemann integrable in the GNS representation ?.
The proof goes as follows.
(a) O (a$). Since the projection Ep #/[0](2p) is Riemann integrable
and less than e&t2p for any t, its image in the GNS representation is
Riemann integrable and less than ?(e&t2p) for any t. This implies that
?(Ep)/[1](?(e&2p))?(e&t2p) is an R-cut, hence the thesis.
(a$) O (a). By normality of the trace in the GNS representation,
TrK (e&t2p) converges to TrK (/[1](?(e&2p))) hence, by hypothesis, for any
=>0 we may find a= # A and t=>0 s.t. a=/[1](?(e&2p)) and TrK
(e&t=2p&a=)<=. This implies a=e&t2p for any t, hence a=/[0](2p), which
means that ([a=], [e&t=2p]) is an R-cut for /[0](2p), namely this projection
is Riemann integrable and TrK (e&t=2p&/[0](2p))=, i.e., the thesis.
Theorem 5.10. Let (M, K) be an open manifold equipped with a regular
exhaustion such that the projection on the kernel of 2p is Riemann integrable
and tordim(M, 2p)=0. Then
(i) the asymptotic spectral dimension of (M, K, 2p) coincides with the
NovikovShubin number :p(M, K),
(ii) if :p is finite nonzero, then 2&:p 2p is 0-eccentric, therefore gives
rise to a non trivial singular trace on the unbounded Riemann measurable
operators of Ap .
Proof. (i) By hypothesis, e(0, t)(2p) is Riemann integrable TrK-a.e.,
hence N 0p(t)=TrK (e(0, t)(2p))=TrK(e(t&1, )(2
&1
p ))=TrK(e(t&12, )(2
&12
p ))
=*p(t&12). Then
:p =2 lim sup
s  0
log N 0p(s)
log s
=2 lim sup
s  0
log *p(s&12)
log s
=lim sup
t  
log *p(t)
log(1t)
. (5.1)
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The statement follows from
lim inf
t  0
log +(t)
log(1t)
=\lim sups  
log *(s)
log(1s)+
&1
which is proved in [11].
(ii) When 0<:p<,
lim inf
t  0
log +2p&:p 2(t)
log(1t)
=1,
and this implies the eccentricity condition, as shown in [11]. Hence the
thesis follows by Theorem 4.3. K
6. APPENDIX
Here we present some more or less known results on the Riemann
measurable functions on a locally compact Hausdorff space X which are
needed in the previous sections.
Let us introduce l0 (X ) :=[ f: X  C: f is bounded and limx   f (x)
=0], and, for + an outer regular, complete, positive Borel measure, R0
(X, +) :=[ f # l0 (X ): f is continuous but for a set of zero +-measure], the
set of Riemann +-measurable functions. Let us observe that any semicon-
tinuous semifinite trace on C0(X ) gives rise to such a measure +.
A different description of R0(X, +) is contained in the following proposition,
whose proof we leave to the reader.
Proposition 6.1. Let f: X  R, then the following are equivalent
(i) f # R0(X, +)
(ii) for any =>0 there are f \= # C0(X ) s.t. f
&
=  f f
+
= and
 ( f += & f
&
= ) d+<=
(iii) there are h # C0(X ), an open subset V of finite +-measure, and, for
any =>0, h\= # C0(V ) s.t. h
&
=  f&hh
+
= and  (h
+
= &h
&
= ) d+<=.
We now prove some lemmas used in Section 2.
A measurable set 0/X is said Riemann +-measurable if its characteristic
function is Riemann +-measurable, which is equivalent to saying +(0)=0.
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Sublemma 6.2. Let f be a positive Riemann +-measurable function on X
such that  f< and set Oy=[x # X : f (x)> y], Cy=[x # X : f (x) y],
y0. Then, for any 0<:<; there are uncountably many y # (:, ;) for
which Oy and Cy are Riemann +-measurable.
We omit the proof since it follows by standard arguments.
Lemma 6.3. Let f be a positive Riemann measurable function such that
 f d+<. Then, for any $>0, we may find a sequence of Riemann
measurable characteristic functions /n and a sequence of positive numbers :n
such that n :n=& f & and f =n :n/n .
Proof. First we construct by induction the sequences /n :=/0n and
:n>0, n1, such that, \n0,
v f n1 :k /k ,
v ;n :=& f&n1 :k/k&>0,
v ;n 4:n+1;n 2,
v 0n+1 :=[x # X : f (x)&n1 :k/k(x):n+1] is Riemann measurable.
Indeed, given /k , :k for kn, as prescribed, the existence of :n+1 satisfy-
ing the last two properties follows by Sublemma 6.2, while the first two
inequalities (hence :n>0) follow by the definition of :n+1 and 0n+1 .
We now observe that, since supX ( f &n1 :k/k)=sup0n+1( f &
n
1 :k/k),
we have
sup
0n+1
\ f & :
n+1
k+1
:k/k+=sup0n+1 \ f & :
n
k=1
:k/k&:n+1+
=;n&:n+1:n+1
sup
0cn+1
\ f & :
n+1
k=1
:k/k+= sup0cn+1 \ f & :
n
k=1
:k/k+:n+1 ,
hence
;n+1 =max\sup0n+1 \ f & :
n+1
k=1
:k /k+ , sup0cn+1 \ f & :
n+1
k=1
:k /k ++
=;n&:n+1 34 ;n .
This shows at once that ;n(34)n & f &  0, namely  :n /n converges to
f uniformly and 0 :n+1=

0 (;n&;n+1)=& f &, which concludes the
proof. K
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Lemma 6.4. Let 0//X with +(0)=0 and +(0)<. Then for any
=>0 _f \= # C0(X ) such that 0 f
&
= /0 f
+
= 1,  ( f
+
= & f
&
= ) d+= and
+(supp( f += )"0)=.
Proof. Since /0 is Riemann measurable, by Proposition 6.1, we may
find f \= satisfying all the properties above, except possibly the last one.
Then, choosing a continuous increasing function $ on [0, 1] s.t. $(t)=0
when t # [0, 1&$] and $(1)=1, we may replace f += with $ b f
+
= . We
have
+(supp($ b f += ))+([x # X : f
+
= (t)>1&$])

1
1&$ | f
+
= d+
1
1&$
(=++(0))
from which the thesis follows. K
We conclude this Appendix giving a characterization, in the commutative
case, of the unbounded Riemann +-measurable functions.
Proposition 6.5. Setting R 0(X, +) :=[ f : X  C: f is +-a.e. defined and
continuous, and there is a compact, Riemann +-measurable subset K of finite
+-measure s.t. f |Kc # l0 (X )], we have R 0(X, +)=(C0(X ))
R, in the universal
atomic representation.
Proof. Let f # (C0(X ))R. Then there is an increasing sequence of
Riemann +-measurable subsets Gn s.t. Gcn //X, +(G
c
n)z0 and f/Gn #
R0(X, +). Therefore limx   f (x)=0, and, for any n # N there is En /Gn
s.t. +(En)=0 and f |E cn & Gn is continuous. Setting G :=n Gn , E :=n En ,
we get +(E)=+(Gc)=0 and f |E c & G is (defined and) continuous. Finally
choose an n # N and set K :=Gcn . Then f # R 0(X, +).
Let now f # R 0(X, +), and let E/X be s.t. f |E c is defined and continuous,
and +(E)=0. Then, because of outer regularity of +, there are open sets
0=zE, with +(0=)<=. Let us fix =>0 and set, for any *>0, V=, * :=
[x # K & 0c= : | f (x)|*]. Then, with M :=supK c | f |, from Sublemma 6.2
we conclude the existence of uncountably may *>M s.t. V=, * is Riemann
+-measurable. For any =>0 choose one such *#*= so large that, with
A= :=V o=, *= , we get +(K & A
c
=)=+(K)&+(V=, *=)<2=. Finally set Gn :=
nk=1 A1k _ K
c, which is an increasing family of Riemann +-measur-
able subsets, s.t. +(Gcn)+(K & A
c
1n)
2
n , and supGn | f |=max[M,
maxkn supA1k | f |]maxkn *1k . Therefore [Gn] is an SDD for f, and
f # (C0(X ))R. K
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